NEW ISSUE UPDATE U3
March 2012
COMMEMORATIVES
Mint

Mint 2/Printings

Smilers Generic
Gutter Pairs

Britons of Distinction (10v in 2 s/t strips of 5 – Issued 23.2.12) ........................................ 9.00
Printed in litho by Cartor in sheets of 25 and 50, the latter spilt into two panes of 25 by
a vertical gutter. The stamps measure 35mm square, and bear an all over phosphor
coating which contains a blue fluor additive. The stamps are perforated 14½ on both
edges and are printed on OFNP/PVA paper and gum.
This set could be considered a sequel to the 2009 Eminent Britons issue and is
handled in a similar manner. 5 of the stamps show portraits of those who had been
captured by the artist or photographer and the other 5 simply depict the fruits of their
outstanding achievements when no portrait of them exists. The pictorial values are in
colour, whereas the portraits are all in black and white and are arranged alternately
between the two types. They are in the 2 se-tenant strip format which has become
increasingly popular with Royal Mail.
Although the honourees are undoubtedly worthy, the set is rather dour and downbeat and
as a consequence is hardly likely to set the pulses racing! Not one of Royal Mail’s most
inspired issues.

... .....

Classic Locomotives of Scotland Miniature Sheet (Issued 8.3.12) .................................... 7.75
Printed in litho by Cartor. The sheet measures 180 x 74mm and contains 4 stamps, each
measuring 41 x 30mm and perforated 14½ x 14. The stamp have an all-over phosphor
coating and are printed on OFNP paper with PVA gum.
This is the second sheet in the series, and follows on from last February’s issue for
locomotives of England. It features some of the less well known locomotives from Scotland,
with future issues scheduled to show similar items from the remaining home nations. It also
continues the theme started with last Autumn’s Great British Railways issue. Two of
the stamps show sepia toned photographs and two colour of steam engines in
action. The sheet surrounds shows a marvellous image of the LNER Class K2 2–6–0
crossing the Glenfinnan Viaduct in 1947. The viaduct is perhaps now most famous for
it’s appearance in the Harry Potter films as the route to Hogwarts School. A much
more evocative and appealing issue than the Britons set, it will find a ready audience
with those Railway buffs an many others who want to relive the Golden Age of Steam.

... ....

Comics (10v in 2 s/t strip of 5 – Issued 20.3.12) ................................................................ 9.00
Printed in litho by Cartor in sheets of 25 and 50, the latter spilt into two panes of 25 by
a vertical gutter. The stamps measure 35mm square, and bear an all over phosphor
coating which contains a blue fluor additive. The stamps are perforated 14½ on both
edges and are printed on OFNP/PVA paper and gum.
Another set to bring back childhood memories – these 10 stamps each depict the cover
of one of 10 classic comics and the main characters featured in them. 2012 marks the 75th
anniversary of the launch of The Dandy which was the first in what became the golden
era of British comics. I am sure many readers will recall reading these fine publications
in their younger days, being enthralled by adventures of Dan Dare, thrilled by the
extraordinary sporting feats of Roy of the Rovers and chortling along to Dennis the
Menace! A fun set, albeit perhaps over extended as it features one or two comics that
might legitimately be called somewhat less than legendary!

… …..

Titanic Stampex Smilers
Issued on 22nd February, the first of 2012’s Stampex exhibition sponsored
sheets retains the now familiar self-adhesive format. It features 10 copies of the
Small Format Smilers 1st Union Flag stamp, each attached to a different label
depicting an image of the Titanic, or related scenes – 2012 marks the centenary of
the sinking of the famous liner on its maiden voyage. Alongside each stamp and
label there is a short description of the featured image.
The sheet background shows a dramatic image of the Titanic in its death throes,
shortly before slipping beneath the waves. It is accompanied by a brief history of
the fated vessel, which has now passed into legend. This appears at the bottom of
the sheet, with the Stampex logo above the stamps at the top.
The stamps are printed in litho by Cartor, and are virtually indistinguishable from
those that have appeared in previous generic and commemorative sheets. Apart from
sheets of 10, the stamps are also offered as singles with one of the 10 labels attached.
Cartor Litho – OFNP/PVA
Stampex Small Format Smilers 1st Union Flag 2B single with Titanic label attached ...... 2.00
Complete sheet of 10 ........................................................................................................ 15.20

... .....
... .....

Britons of Distinction........................................................................................................ 18.50
Comics ........................................................................................................................................ 18.50

... .....
… ….
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COMMEMORATIVES (Continued)
Used

House of Windsor..........................................................................................................................8.90
Age of Windsor miniature sheet ...................................................................................................6.40
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet (Invoiced under Machins)
Britons of Distinction ....................................................................................................................9.95
Classic Locomotives of Scotland miniature sheet ........................................................................8.25

… ….
… ….

Presentation Pack

Britons of Distinction...................................................................................................................9.75
Classic Locomotives of Scotland miniature sheet ........................................................................8.00
Comics ...........................................................................................................................................9.75

… ….
… ….
… ….

P.O. FDC

Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet ................................................................................................6.25
Stampex Small Format Smilers 1st Union Flag 2B with Titanic label attached
– Issued 22.2.12 ................................................................................................................... 4.15
Supplied on official Stampex cover with official Stampex handstamp.
Britons of Distinction – Issued 23.2.12.................................................................................... 10.20
Classic Locomotives of Scotland miniature sheet – Issued 8.3.12 ..............................................8.50
Britons of Distinction ........................................................................................................... SOLD OUT
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet ..................................................................................................7.40
Britons of Distinction........................................................................................................ 11.05
Classic Locomotives of Scotland miniature sheet ........................................................................9.00
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet ......................................................................................... SOLD OUT
Britons of Distinction.................................................................................................. SOLD OUT
Classic Locomotives of Scotland miniature sheet ............................................................... SOLD OUT
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet ............................................................................................... 12.50
Britons of Distinction (Two FDCs)................................................................................... 15.00
Britons of Distinction ........................................................................................................... 9.40
Classic Locomotives of Scotland (5 cards including one for miniature sheet and
every stamp in it) ..........................................................................................................................5.00
Comics ................................................................................................................................ 9.40
Diamond Jubilee ............................................................................................................... 17.55
Britons of Distinction........................................................................................................ 20.05
Diamond Jubilee ............................................................................................................... 17.55
Britons of Distinction........................................................................................................ 20.05

… …

P.O. Gutter FDC
Cotswold FDC
Stuart FDC
Benham FDC
PHQ Mint

PHQ FDI Obverse
PHQ FDI Reverse

POST & GO
Definitives Mint Basic /
Mint Standard

Diamond Jubilee Machin Stampex Issues
Walsall, Thermographic – FCP/SAN, machine printed issues
At the recent Spring Stampex exhibition in February, Royal Mail released another
in their series of special edition Post & Go sets. These mirrored the Arnold Machin
Centenary issue from last September’s Stampex – only being vended from the Hytech
machines on site at the exhibition using the standard Machin Head design, and only
being available in se-tenant strips of six featuring one of each the different rates.
On this occasion the overprint celebrates the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, replacing
the Machin centenary one on the former version.
The typeface exactly matches the previous Hytech versions, with the Diamond
Jubilee inscription positioned below the weight line and above the code line. All
stamps show the right-hand phosphor band inset to a greater or lesser extent
These overprinted stamps were only on sale at the Stampex exhibition and, as a
consequence, are looking to be a much sought after item by everyone who was
unable to attend the show.
Fortunately we secured enough to satisfy our customerbase and are pleased to
offer them herewith in the se-tenant strips as they were vended.

… ….
… ….
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POST & GO (Continued)
Hytech Trial Issues with Type 3 Typeface & Arnold Machin Birth Centenary Inscription
Walsall, Thermographic – FCP/SAN coil issues
1st 2B Olive-brown [To be catalogued as DPGTF6] ................................................ 2.20
1st Large 2B Olive-brown [To be catalogued as DPGTFL6] .................................. 2.85
Europe 20g 2B Olive-brown [To be catalogued as DPGTE205] .............................. 2.65
Worldwide 10g 2B Olive-brown [To be catalogued as DPGTW105] ...................... 2.85
Worldwide 20g 2B Olive-brown [To be catalogued as DPGTW205] ....................... 3.30
Worldwide 40g 2B Olive-brown [To be catalogued as DPGTW402] ....................... 3.95
Total for the 6 stamps in s/t strip ........ 17.00
Definitives Used Basic & Machin Head
Standard
Hytech Trial Issues with Type 3 Typeface
Walsall, Thermographic – FCP/SAN coil issues
Arnold Machin Centenary Inscription
1st 2B, 1st Large 2B, Europe 20g, Worldwide 10g, Worldwide 20g & Worldwide 40g 21.00
Diamond Jubilee Inscription
1st 2B, 1st Large 2B, Europe 20g, Worldwide 10g, Worldwide 20g & Worldwide 40g . 18.50
Machin Head
Hytech Trial Issues with Type 3 Typeface & Diamond Jubilee Inscription
Walsall, Thermographic – FCP/SAN coil issues
1st 2B, 1st Large 2B, Europe 20g, Worldwide 10g, Worldwide 20g & Worldwide 40g
– Issued 22.2.12 on cover with special Stampex postmark, the only location where they
were available ................................................................................................................... 20.00
Pictorials Mint Basic /
Farm Animals Pictorials 1
Mint Standard
Walsall / Hytech – Gravure & Thermographic FCP/SAN pack issues
On 24th February Royal Mail started another chapter in the saga of Post & Go
issues. That day marked the release in the first of their new Pictorial series based
around the theme of Farm Animals. The first set in this series shows 6 designs
featuring British sheep. The stamps are available in two configurations – a set of
the 6 designs, all in the 1st class value, available from all post offices with
philatelic sales facilities and then all the six designs available in each of the 6
possible tariffs, printed by machines upon request in main post offices with
installed Post & Go facilities.
The base stamps share exactly the same specifications as before – they have the
pictorial image to the right which has two 4.5mm phosphor bands at either edge,
leaving an area to the left of the image in which the stamp data – Service indicator,
weight and code lines – is printed. Underlying it all is the now familiar grey
“ROYAL MAIL” swirly patterned underprint which act as a security device. All of
this is printed in gravure by Walsall. They have die-cut simulated perforations in a
gauge of 14½, are self-adhesive and are supplied on a yellowish silicon coated
backing paper
However there is a change to manner in which the pack issues are now printed.
For the Birds sets and the original Machin head designs, the service indicator
section was printed in gravure, presumably at the same time as the base stamp.
Now, however, this is thermographically printed by a machine supplied by
Hytech, the same as those used by Royal Mail at recent Stampex exhibitions. As a
consequence the stamps
are still significantly different from those generated by Wincor Nixdorf machines
in post offices. The two types are illustrated herewith, but are also briefly
described herewith. The Hytech machines print a taller typeface (Type 3), which
also looks slightly bolder. The Wincor types (Type 2), in contrast, use a slightly more
squat face. The gap between the service and the weight limit lines is also narrower
(3mm as opposed to 4mm) on the Hytech styles. Another consequence of being
machine printed is that pack versions now are in vertical strips of 6 rather than a
block on Birds issues. Finally all pack stamps bear exactly the same code line –
“002012 02-51840-05” – making them instantly identifiable. They are supplied in
Type 3 – ex Hytech machines a Presentation Pack style container for ease of sale.
As before we are offering the pack based issues to everybody who collects pictorial
Post & Go’s under the basic and standard categories and the machine printed set of
36 under the Standard category only.
Farm Animals 1 Pictorials 1st – Type 3 typeface (6v – Issued 24.2.12)
[To be catalogued as PPGATF011 (Welsh Mountain Badger Face), PPGATF021
(Dalesbred), PPGATF031 (Jacob), PPGATF041 (Suffolk), PPGATF051
(Soay) and PPGATF061 (Leicester Longwool)] .................................................... 5.50

...
...
...
...
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...
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… ….
... .....

Definitives FDC
Standard/Printings

... .....

... .....
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POST & GO (Continued)
Pictorials Mint Standard

Farm Animals Pictorials 1
Walsall / Wincor – Gravure /Thermographic FCP/SAN machine printed issues
Farm Animals 1 Pictorials set of 6 designs each in 1st 2B, 1st Large 2B,
Europe 20g 2B , Worldwide 10g 2B, Worldwide 20g 2B & Worldwide 40g values
– Type 2 typeface (36v – Issued 24.2.12)................................................................ 75.00

Type 2 – ex Wincor machines

To be catalogued as follows:

1st
Welsh Mountain PPGATF010
Dalesbred
PPGATF020
Jacob
PPGATF030
Suffolk
PPGATF040
Soay
PPGATF050
Leicester Longwool PPGATF060

Pictorials Coil
Se-tenant Strip

Pictorials Printings

1st Large
PPGATFL010
PPGATFL020
PPGATFL030
PPGATFL040
PPGATFL050
PPGATFL060

Europe 20g
PPGATE2010
PPGATE2020
PPGATE2030
PPGATE2040
PPGATE2050
PPGATE2060

Worldwide 10g
PPGATW1010
PPGATW1020
PPGATW1030
PPGATW1040
PPGATW1050
PPGATW1060

Worldwide 20g
PPGATW2010
PPGATW2020
PPGATW2030
PPGATW2040
PPGATW2050
PPGATW2060

Worldwide 40g
PPGATW4010
PPGATW4020
PPGATW4030
PPGATW4040
PPGATW4050
PPGATW4060

Farm Animals 1 Pictorials
Walsall, Thermographic – FCP/SAN, machine printed issues
Set of 6 values – 1st 2B, 1st Large 2B, Europe 2B, Worldwide 10g 2B, Worldwide 20g
2B and Worldwide 40g in 2 vertical se-tenant coil strips of 3, showing all six of the
Sheep designs, allocated at random
[To be catalogued as PPGACS1] .................................................................... 15.50
These have to be supplied in two se-tenant strips of 3 instead of a single strip as the
Wincor machines which are in offices up and down the UK can only dispense 5 stamps
at a time. Use of the “Collectors button” enables these to be dispensed as 2 se-tenant
strips containing all the values, and this is how we are supplying them to collectors.
Birds 4 Pictorials
Error of Typeface
The error of typeface that we supplied on the Birds 1, 2 and 3 issues was also found
on the Birds 4 designs.
The Worldwide 10g value showing the weight line printed in the wrong typeface
– it has reverted to the original type style and the other values have the service
and the weight line centred over the code line, rather than being ranged to the
left and the gap on the code line is much wider than normal. Due to the positioning
of the service and code line, some of the text also overprints the images of the
birds. This is most noticeable on the Worldwide values where the “e” of
“Worldwide” actually appears on the birds design. On the other 3 values only
the two right-hand most digit of the code line overprints the graphic.
As these were more widely available, albeit only for a very limited period, we are
able to offer these at a more affordable price. Accordingly they are being
supplied in one distribution, rather than being spread over two or three sendings.
We also have a few se-tenant strips of five containing one of each value, but
with Birds allocated at random.
Walsall, Thermographic – FCP/SAN, machine printed issues
Birds 4 Pictorials set of 6 designs each in 1st 2B, 1st Large 2B, Europe 20g 2B,
Worldwide 10g 2B and Worldwide 20g 2B values – all with incorrectly
positioned service and weight line and wider spaced code lines, partially
overprinting birds images. The Worldwide 10g also has the weight limit line
printed in the wrong typeface. .................................................................................. 85.00
1st, 1st Large, Europe 20, Worldwide 10g & Worldwide 20g in se-tenant strip of 5
[To be catalogued as PPGBCS6A] ......................................................... 20.50
Available to order only, scarce Birds allocated at random.
To be catalogued as follows:
Puffin
Gannet
Oystercatcher
Ringed Plover
Cormorant
Arctic Tern

Pictorial FDC Basic/
Standard
Pictorial Cotswold FDC
Standard

... .....

1st
PPGBTF192
PPGBTF202
PPGBTF212
PPGBTF222
PPGBTF232
PPGBTF242

1st Large
PPGBTFL192
PPGBTFL202
PPGBTFL212
PPGBTFL222
PPGBTFL232
PPGBTFL242

Europe 20g
PPGBTE2192
PPGBTE2202
PPGBTE2212
PPGBTE2222
PPGBTE2232
PPGBTE2242

Worldwide 10g
PPGBTW1192
PPGBTW1202
PPGBTW1212
PPGBTW1222
PPGBTW1232
PPGBTW1242

... .....

... .....
... .....

Worldwide 20g
PPGTW2192
PPGTW2202
PPGTW2212
PPGTW2222
PPGTW2232
PPGTW2242

Farm Animals Pictorials 1
Walsall / Hytech Gravure / Thermographic pack issues – Type 3 typeface
1st Welsh Mountain Badger Face, 1st Dalesbred, 1st Jacob, 1st Suffolk, 1st Soay,
1st Leicester Longwool – Issued 24.2.12 ........................................................................... 6.60
1st Welsh Mountain Badger Face, 1st Dalesbred, 1st Jacob, 1st Suffolk, 1st Soay,
1st Leicester Longwool ...............................................................................................................7.80

... .....
... .....
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POST & GO (Continued)
Farm Animals Pictorials 1
Walsall / Wincor Gravure / Thermographic machine printed issues – Type 2 typeface
Pictorial FDC Standard One cover with one sheep design, selected at random, bearing 1st, 1st Large, Europe
20g, Worldwide 10g, Worldwide 20g & Worldwide 40g values – Dated 24.2.12 .......... 15.40
Pictorial FDC Specialised Set of 6 covers, one for each sheep design, each of the covers bearing 1st, 1st Large,
Europe 20g, Worldwide 10g, Worldwide 20g & Worldwide 40g values
– Dated 24.2.12................................................................................................................. 88.00
Pictorials Used Basic &
Standard

Pictorials Used
Standard

Farm Animals 1 Pictorials
Walsall / Hytech Gravure / Thermographic pack issues – Type 3 typeface
1st Welsh Mountain Badger Face, 1st Dalesbred, 1st Jacob, 1st Suffolk, 1st Soay,
1st Leicester Longwool ....................................................................................................... 7.00
Birds 4 Pictorials
Walsall / Wincor Gravure / Thermographic machine printed issues – Type 2 typeface
Worldwide 40g in all six designs ...................................................................................... 27.25
Farm Animals 1 Pictorials
Walsall / Wincor Gravure / Thermographic machine printed issues – Type 2 typeface
Sheep set of 6 designs each in 1st 2B, 1st Large 2B, Europe 20g 2B ,
Worldwide 10g 2B, Worldwide 20g & Worldwide 40g 2B values, ................................. 85.00
All Post & Go used pictorials are supplied on pieces of 6 designs, each in the same
value, neatly arranged. It is not possible to soak these off paper as the self-adhesive
compound on the stamps prevents it.

... .....
... .....

... .....

… ….

... .....

DEFINITIVES/MACHINS
Mint / Printings 2

T

Date Code “12”

Improved Security Definitives
Showing Hidden Date code “12” in iridescent overprint
We now have sourced two more “12” dated issues courtesy of a 2nd class value in
business sheets and a 76p sheet stamp. The latter, much like the 68p value on the U2
distribution, was not predicted as a rate change is expected imminently and it is almost
inevitable that this value will be replaced at that time. This is likely to have a very
limited life and could well be a key value.
The former, however, is also of interest. Rather than being printed by De La Rue, as has
been the case over recent years, these business sheets are now printed by Walsall Security
Printers, who printed them before De La Rue. Watch out for a Walsall printed version
of the Diamond Jubilee business sheet.
The positioning of the “12” date code, and the “B” source code on the 2nd is the same
as on previous issues.
Walsall, Gravure – OFNP/SAN, Type 2 slits
Code B 2nd Bright Blue CB [To be catalogued as SI2W2] ........................................... 1.65
Ex Type 9A business sheet of 100. Top panels to follow.
De La Rue, Gravure – OFNP/SA, Type 2 slits
No Code 76p Pink 2B [To be catalogued as DI2G760] ................................................... 3.25
Ex 25/01/12 printing. Cylinder and dates to follow.
Total for the 2 stamps ................................... 4.90

Printings

Improved Security Definitives
De La Rue, Gravure – OFNP/PVA
5p ash pink – Short phosphor bands at top [To be catalogued as DIG50(S16)] .............. 13.75
As above in a cylinder block of 6 .................................................................... 82.50
Ex 24/01/12 printing.
Diamond Jubilee Definitives
De La Rue, Gravure – OFNP/SAN, Type 2 slits
Code B Diamond Jubilee 1st grey-blue 2B – Inset right phosphor band
[To be catalogued as FDJD2(I2)] ................................................................... 13.75
As above but in a top panel of 4 (Scarce with just two available) ............. SOLD OUT
Ex Type 9 business sheet of 100. Normal top panels to follow.
Walsall, Gravure – OFNP/SAN, Type 2 slits
Code T Diamond Jubilee 1st grey-blue 2B – Short phosphor bands at bottom
[To be catalogued as FDJW1(S17)] ................................................................ 10.00
Ex Series SAC21 1st x 12 booklets
Total for the 3 stamps ................................. 37.50

... .....
... .....
… ….

… ….
… ….

… ….
… ….

… ….
… ….
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DEFINITIVES/MACHINS (Continued)
Used

Olympic / Paralympic Definitives
Walsall Gravure 1st Olympic & 1st Paralympic 2B ......................................................... 3.30
Diamond Jubilee Definitives
De La Rue Gravure
No Source Code 1st 2B .............................................................. 1.10
Code B
1st 2B .............................................................. 1.50
Miniature Sheet ......................................................................... 6.50
Walsall Gravure
Code T
1st 2B .............................................................. 1.30
Improved Security Definitives
Walsall Gravure
Code T, Year code “12” 2nd CB ................................................ 1.45
Total for the 6 stamps & miniature sheet ............. 15.15

P.O.FDC

Diamond Jubilee Definitives
De La Rue Gravure
No Source Code 1st grey-blue 2B – Issued 6.2.12.......................................................... 3.25
Code B
1st grey-blue 2B – Issued 6.2.12.......................................................... 4.15
Walsall Gravure
Code T
1st grey-blue 2B – Issued 6.2.12.......................................................... 3.60
Miniature sheet – Issued 6.2.12 .......................................................................................... 6.25
Improved Security Definitives
Date Code “12” – Type 2 slits
De La Rue Gravure
No Source Code 68p sea-blue 2B – Dated 15.2.12 ....................................................... 11.00
76p pink 2B – Dated 22.2.12 ............................................................. 11.00
Walsall Gravure
Code T
2nd bright blue CB – Dated 25.1.12 (Covers bear two copies) ......... 11.00
Total for 7 FDCs .......................................... 50.25

Cotswold FDC

Diamond Jubilee Definitives
De La Rue Gravure
No Source Code 1st grey-blue 2B ................................................................................... 4.35
Code T
1st grey-blue 2B ................................................................................... 4.65
Walsall Gravure
Code B
1st grey-blue 2B ................................................................................... 5.25
Miniature sheet
............................................................................................................. 7.40

… ….
…
…
…
…

….
….
….
….

… ….
… ….

… ….
… ….
… ….
… ….

… ….
… ….
… ….
... .....

… ….
… ….
… ….
… ….

REGIONALS
Printings

Country Emblem Designs
Cartor Litho Printings – Bright and Dull Fluorescent Gums
After much searching we are now able to offer two further values in the dull and bright
fluor gum saga. This time we have the two Northern Ireland values. This just leaves
alternate versions of the £1.10 values from England and Wales. As before, if you find that
you already have this variant, we will willingly swap them for the alternate types at no charge.
Cartor Litho – OFNP/PVA Dull fluorescent gum
N.Ireland
68p Irish Linen 2B [To be catalogued as NEW685] .................................... 3.50
... .....
The previously supplied N.Ireland 68p should be renumbered NEW686.
£1.10 Parian China 2B [To be catalogued as NEW1100] ............................ 5.00
… ….
The previously supplied N.Ireland £1.10 should be renumbered NEW1101.
Total for the 2 stamps ...................................... 8.50
... .....
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CYLINDER & DATE BLOCKS
Commem Cyl Blocks

Basic
Spec

Britons of Distinction (Blocks of 20 comprising 4 s/t strips) ........................... 36.00
Comics (Blocks of 20 comprising 4 s/t strips) ................................................. 36.00
Britons of Distinction (Cartor)
1st Basil Spence, etc.
C1 C1 C1 C1 (C1) ................................................. 18.00
1st Kathleen Ferrier, etc C1 C1 C1 C1 (C1) ................................................. 18.00
Comics (Cartor)
1st Dandy, etc.
C1 C1 C1 C1 (C1) ................................................. 18.00
1st Bunty, etc
C1 C1 C1 C1 (C1) ................................................. 18.00

... .....
... .....
... .....
... .....
... .....
... .....

Total for 4 blocks ......................................... 72.00

... .....

Traffic Light Blocks

Britons of Distinction (Blocks of 15 comprising 3 s/t strips) ............................................ 27.00
Comics (Blocks of 15 comprising 3 s/t strips) .................................................................. 27.00

... .....
... .....

Defin Cyl Blocks

Basic

Improved Security Machins
De La Rue Gravure – OFNP/SAN
Date Code “12” – Type 2 slits
68p sea green 2B
D1 D1 (D1) .............................................. 20.00

Improved Security Machins
De La Rue Gravure – OFNP/SAN (in blocks of 6)
No Iridescent Overprint – Type 2 slits
1p 2B
30/08/11 (3.85)
5p 2B
01/09/11 (4.40)
Date Code “11” – Type 2 slits
1st 2B
10/05/11 (8.50)
Date Code “12” – Type 2 slits
68p 2B
25/01/12 (20.00)
76p 2B
25/01/12 (20.00)
Total for 5 blocks ......................................... 56.75
Defin Colour Blocks
Improved Security Machins
Date Code “12” – Type 2 slits
76p Pink 2B
........................................................................................................... 20.00
Business Sheet Top Panels De La Rue – OFNP/SAN (Top panels of 4 or 5 with date on reverse)
Type 8C – PIP Rates, Improved Security standard NVI stamps – Date Code “11” in Overprint
2nd CB
18/08/11 (10.00)
19/08/11 (10.00)
1st 2B
23/08/11 (11.00)
Total for the 3 top panels ...................... 31.00

… ….

Defin Date Blocks

... .....

… ….

... .....

BOOKLET MATERIAL
Defin Counter Bk Basic

Defin Counter Pane Basic
Defin Counter Book/
Pane Specialised

Series SAC21 – Diamond Jubilee Definitives Booklets
Walsall
1st x 12 booklet ..................................................................................................... 10.00
The booklet cover matches the type SAC17 covers, but is printed in the grey-blue colour of the
Diamond Jubilee 1st definitives. The tab also bears the inscription “The Diamond Jubilee 2012”.
Series SAC21 – Diamond Jubilee Definitives Booklets
Walsall
1st x 12 Diamond Jubilee definitives, with hidden code “T” .............................. 10.00

... ....

Due to the short supply and the specialist nature of these booklets they are supplied
on an order only basis.
Series SAC21 – Diamond Jubilee Definitives Booklets
Walsall
1st x 12 Diamond Jubilee definitives, with hidden code “T”
Every stamp with short phosphor bands at top.
– Plain ........................................................................................................... 85.00
Every stamp with short phosphor bands at bottom.
– Plain ........................................................................................................... 85.00

Counter Cyl Pane

... ....

... ....
... .....

Series SAC17A – FSC Logo covers, Improved Security stamps with Date Code “12”
Walsall
12 x 2nd Improved Security bright blue, Code T, Date Code “12”
– cyl W4 W1 (W2)...................................................................................................9.85

... .....

Series SAC21 – Diamond Jubilee Definitives Booklets
Walsall
1st x 12 Diamond Jubilee definitives, with hidden code “T”
– cyl W1 W1 (W2)................................................................................................ 10.60
Total for 2 cylinder booklets....................... 20.45

... ....
... .....

U3 Distribution

Page 8

BOOKLET MATERIAL (Continued)
Booklet FDCs

The following FDCs are prepared with complete booklets on Special Delivery covers
with additional postage to make up the minimum postage required to meet the fee.
Approximately only 35 copies were prepared, making them scarce.
Series SAC21 – Diamond Jubilee Definitives Booklets
Walsall
1st x 12 Diamond Jubilee definitives, with hidden code “T” – Issued 6.2.12 .... 15.00
Less overcharge for prestige book FDC on U2 distribution (0.90)

... ....

ALDERNEY
Mint
Used
Sheetlets
FDC
Presentation Packs
Prestige Booklet
Prestige Panes

Centenary of the Titanic (6v – Issued 22.2.12) ................................................................... 5.45
Centenary of the Titanic souvenir sheets (6 sheets – Issued 22.2.12)............................... 21.50
Centenary of the Titanic ..................................................................................................... 5.75
Centenary of the Titanic in sheetlets of 10 ....................................................................... 53.90
Centenary of the Titanic ..................................................................................................... 7.55
Centenary of the Titanic ..................................................................................................... 7.00
Centenary of Titanic booklet ............................................................................................ 21.50
Set of 6 panes from above................................................................................................. 21.50

…
…
…
...
…
…
…
…

…..
…..
…..
.....
…..
…..
…..
…..

Endangered Species: Bengal Tiger (Issued 22.2.12) .......................................................... 5.25
Diamond Jubilee set (6v – Issued 22.2.12) ......................................................................... 5.45
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet (Issued 22.2.12) ............................................................. 5.45
Endangered Species: Bengal Tiger ..................................................................................... 5.35
Diamond Jubilee set ............................................................................................................ 5.75
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet ........................................................................................ 5.75
Diamond Jubilee in sheetlets of 10 ................................................................................... 53.90
Endangered Species: Bengal Tiger ..................................................................................... 7.40
Diamond Jubilee set ............................................................................................................ 7.55
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet ........................................................................................ 7.55
Endangered Species: Bengal Tiger ..................................................................................... 6.85
Diamond Jubilee set ............................................................................................................ 7.00
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet ........................................................................................ 7.00

…
…
…
…
…
…
...
…
…
…
…
…
…

…..
…..
…..
…..
…..
…..
.....
…..
…..
…..
…..
…..
…..

Diamond Jubilee set (6v – Issued 6.2.12) ........................................................................... 8.65
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet (Issued 6.2.12) ............................................................... 8.65
William Hoggatt (5v in s/t strip – Issued 20.2.12) .............................................................. 3.35
Diamond Jubilee set ............................................................................................................ 9.00
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet ........................................................................................ 9.00
William Hoggatt ................................................................................................................. 3.60
Diamond Jubilee in sheetlets of 8 ..................................................................................... 69.00
Diamond Jubilee set ............................................................................................................ 9.90
Diamond Jubilee miniature sheet ........................................................................................ 9.90
William Hoggatt ................................................................................................................. 4.60
Diamond Jubilee set .......................................................................................................... 10.00
William Hoggatt ................................................................................................................. 4.70

…
…
…
…
…
…
...
…
…
…
…
…

…..
…..
…..
…..
…..
…..
.....
…..
…..
…..
…..
…..

GUERNSEY
Mint
Used
Sheetlets
FDC
Presentation Packs

ISLE OF MAN
Mint
Used
Sheetlets
FDC
Presentation Packs

PAYMENT DETAILS
Name _____________________________________________

Sub-total of above

_______

Address ___________________________________________

Postage & Packing (see How to Order page)

_______

___________________________________________

Total Due

_______

___________________________________________

Payment by (Please tick as appropriate)
Cheque

Card Number

____________________________________

q

Cash

q

Bank Transfer

q

Credit Card

Expiry Date __/__ Start Date __/__ Security Code ____

q

